Enhanced Motivational Interviewing

- Mobile Video Content
- Interactive Lessons
- Live Coaching
- CEUs

How it works:
1. Learn
2. Watch
3. Practice
4. Feedback

Decoding patient language with essential skills
Benefits:
This enhanced style of motivational interviewing helps increase patient engagement, client participation, and progress through treatment. It decreases client no-shows, resistance to change, confusion, and ambiguity.

Differentiators:
Offering a flipped classroom-style of learning increases scalability & efficiency for large customers by allowing students to learn at their own pace and practice before receiving live coaching & feedback.

Why is this an enhanced style of Motivational Interviewing?
Brad Lundahl, PhD is a licensed psychologist who has developed this content for clinicians to provide skills to battle client apathy & resistance. This tailored coaching along with 33+ learning modules, 50+ video examples, with detailed learning guides will help lift clients’ motivation.

Contact eSym for more information today at contact@esympro.com or visit www.esympro.com